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Take a Walk on the Twinkly Side

Thursday, December 1st, 2016

Thousands of twinkling lights illuminate a quarter mile walking trail this holiday season at the Monument Hill 
and Kreische Brewery State Historic Sites in LaGrange.

The trail of lights is open to the public five nights during the first part of December. That’s December third, 
ninth, tenth, sixteenth and seventeenth, from 6 pm to 8 pm. And our park is decorated with lots of lights and 
different ornaments throughout the grounds. Kreische house is open, it’s decorated for Christmas. We have 
entertainment, refreshments, and Santa Claus is there for children to tell their wishes to.

Dennis Smith is park superintendent.

[It’s] just a really pretty site here. We sit on a 200 foot bluff that overlooks the city of La Grange–and see the 
night lights of the city. It’s just a really spectacular opportunity for people to come out and enjoy a great 
Christmas celebration.

Smith says the trail of lights is the perfect family activity for the holiday season.

Every year we have comments from families that say we’ve been coming out here for the last 20 years. Families 
that come from Houston, Austin, San Antonio–just to come back to the trail of lights each year. We see more 
and more of that as we go by, and are just really glad to see these families keep coming back with more 
generations of their families to help celebrate the season.

Find complete details about the tail of lights at Monument Hill and Kreische Brewery State Historic Site 
in La Grange, including entrance fees at texasstateparks.org.

2016 Deer Season Forecast

Friday, December 2nd, 2016

Last year’s deer season was good; and this year’s season promises to be better.

The conditions have been incredible this year. We had a wet spring across the state—from El Paso to Houston 
and Amarillo to Brownsville.

White-tailed deer program leader, Alan Cain, says Texas Parks and Wildlife estimates the white-tail 
population…at about four-million animals. Yet, too many deer in one place can cause illness among them, 
including possible die off in the herd. Hunting helps to maintain a healthy balance.

We encourage hunters to take the full bag limit in those particular counties. And by doing so it helps improve 
the habitat. If they don’t want to put that meat in the freezer, they can certainly donate it to Hunters for the 
Hungry or different charitable organizations around the state.

With an excellent forecast for deer hunting this season, now is the time to get the next generation into the field.

And it’s a great opportunity to get kids outdoors; expose them to hunting. And recruit our future generation of 
wildlife managers into the state.

http://passporttotexas.org/take-a-walk-on-the-twinkly-side/
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Download the Texas Outdoor Annual APP onto your smart phone. Before going on your hunt. It will help you 
find hunting season dates and bag limits for your county and a whole lot more. Find it on the Texas Parks and 
Wildlife website.

2016 Holiday Events in Texas State Parks

Monday, December 5th, 2016

Texas state parks pull out all the stops during the holidays.

All of our parks are doing some kind of event, or having some kind of special event for the holidays.

Aaron Friar promotes parks for Texas Parks and Wildlife. During this season, overnight campers are 
encouraged to decorate their camp sites.

Which is a lot of fun. A lot of them [State parks] are waiving campsite fees for the folks that will decorate their 
campsites. It’s just a lot of fun, because everybody can get involved. It’s like a trail of lights.

Nearby communities visit parks during December to enjoy the “light-hearted” creativity of overnight campers.

They’ll do hayrides [at some parks] and all sorts of special things with that—so it’s fun.

Imagine a hayride through your favorite park on a chilly winter evening while enjoying a festive light display 
along the way…and then ending the evening’s enjoyment with a craft activity or sweet treat.

We have a lot of cool arts and crafts activities that parks are putting on. And cookies and hot chocolate and 
wassail… I think we’re going to keep Santa pretty busy this year. He’s going to be making a lot of visits to a lot 
of our parks.

Find a list of events at texasstateparks.org/holidays; you may just discover a new family tradition for the 
holidays.

Upland Game Bird Forecast

Tuesday, December 6th, 2016

Substantial rainfall and mild summer temperatures across the state bode well for quail hunters.

Typically when you’re thinking about quail hunting in Texas, you’re thinking about south Texas and also the 
rolling plains up in north Texas and the Panhandle and things are certain looking great in both of those areas.

Robert Perez is Upland Game Program Leader at Texas Parks and Wildlife. Scale quail, in West Texas, are 
doing exceptionally well.

It’s why people come to Texas [to hunt]. And in the desert when it rains, everything turns green and blooms and 
the timing has been very good so our numbers are pretty staggering as far as what we’ve been seeing with 
scaled quail in west Texas. And we expect to see some great opportunities.

Quail isn’t the only upland game bird doing well this season. Perez says turkey hunting is on the rise.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/regulations/outdoor-annual/app/
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Wild turkey hunting is a growing sport. The excitement of calling in a bird and it coming in—a big old Tom. 
They really rely on spring moisture to be successful at nesting. And, so we’re going to see a variety of ages, 
which is great for hunters because they’ll be looking for that mature bird but they’ll also be some three and four 
year old birds in there. If you had to put a number on it or qualify the season for turkey for Rio Grande Turkey 
it’s looking excellent.

Hunting in Texas is big business bringing more than three-billion dollars to the state’s economy.

New State Park Ornaments

Wednesday, December 7th, 2016

For those who celebrate the Christmas holiday—or who simply treasure State Parks—a new trio of Texas State 
Park ornaments is available.

It’s our fifteenth year doing the ornament, actually. We’re really excited about it this year.

Aaron Friar promotes Texas State Parks. When the tradition began, parks rolled out a single limited edition 
ornament annually that was made from gold flashed brass, and featured three parks. Now it releases three 
limited edition ornaments annually made from laser cut wood, and each features a single park.

So, this is our fifth year doing that. And we’ve selected three parks. We’re doing Dinosaur Valley, Balmorhea, 
and then we’re doing Tyler State Park.

Find details about the annual Texas State park ornaments at texasstateparks.org/holidays.

If you go to texasstateparks.org/holidays, you can find out all the information about the new ornaments. An 
individual ornament is going to be $8.95, but you can get all three for $19.95 as a package. And then, if you 
want to start adding to your collection of ornaments, there are ways to purchase past ornaments.

Find details and see what’s available at texasstateparks.org/holidays.

TPW Magazine – A Year of State Parks

Thursday, December 8th, 2016

Texas Parks and Wildlife Magazine spent the past year taking us to some of the most iconic parks in the system. 
Editor, Louie Bond shares her inspiration for the year of state parks.

I think it started when I had the rare pleasure of meeting Jonathon Jarvis, who is the director of the national 
Park System. And it was right before they kicked off their big 100th anniversary of national parks. And he 
talked to me about some of the programs they were doing. And I thought, well, you know, that’s just fantastic. 
And gosh, I love our state parks so much, too, that we should feature them as well. So that was really the 
inspiration for the year of state parks.

But the inspiration did not stop there.

My other inspiration came from the fact that during my ten years at Texas Parks and Wildlife magazine—I’m 
always under the impression that the really popular parks don’t really need a lot of coverage. They’re full and 
people are waiting in line. And maybe they don’t get quite as excited about having a feature story in the 
magazine. I thought—you know what? Just for one year, I’m going to totally indulge myself, and write about 
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everyone’s favorite parks. And they may be a little more crowded than usual, and I’m sorry about that. But I’m 
really glad to feature them.

Tomorrow find out which park closes out the year.

TPW Magazine’s Year of State Parks

Friday, December 9th, 2016

Of Texas’ more than 90 State Parks, some stand out as iconic. And others not so much.

I think like Ray Roberts might not be one of those iconic parks like Enchanted Rock or Garner State Park—
even though it’s huge and a lot of people use it.

Texas Parks and Wildlife Magazine Editor, Louie Bond says, Lake Ray Roberts State Park still made it into 
the publication’s yearlong celebration of state parks. While iconic sites got top billing, Bond says most parks 
got some love.

We tried to include everyone; we almost got them all. But, we included them in groups, like parks with great 
swimming holes, parks where you might want to take a hike, parks where you could ride a bike. And then 
grouped some parks by interest, like parks where you could take a photo of a great view—and just let people 
have a broader scope of what’s available in a state park system.

To close out 2016: one of the most iconic parks of all.

It’s Palo Duro. And, interestingly enough, as we went to press, the Washington Post ran an article on Palo 
Duro, and they said: you know, that canyon in Arizona may be larger, but Palo Duro ranks right up there with 
it.

You can read all the articles on state parks from this year online or when you download the Texas Parks and 
Wildlife Magazine APP from iTunes or the Apple Store.

Holiday Gifts for the Nature Lovers on Your List

Monday, December 12th, 2016

Holiday gift giving season is upon us, and if you have nature lovers on your list—the giving is easy—and twice 
as nice.

A seventy-dollar Texas State Parks Pass is a thoughtful gift for your outdoor enthusiast. Pass holders enjoy 
twelve months of unlimited visits to more than ninety state parks and historic sites. They also get discounts on 
camping and recreational equipment rentals. Money spent on the pass supports your Texas state parks.

For thirty dollars each, you can give the drivers on your list a conservation license plate. Twenty-two dollars 
from every sale goes directly to help fund conservation efforts in Texas.

Give every outdoor lover on your list access to more than a million acres of public land—with the Limited Use 
Permit—for the ridiculously reasonable price of twelve dollars.

Permit holders receive twelve months of access to Texas’ wildlife management areas, where they can fish, hike, 
bird watch, cycle, and camp.

http://passporttotexas.org/tpw-magazines-year-of-state-parks/
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When you give one of these gifts, you delight the receiver, and help support state parks and conservation in 
Texas.

The Texas Parks and Wildlife Foundation supports our series and helps keep Texas wild with support of proud 
members across the state.

Monitoring for Chronic Wasting Disease

Tuesday, December 13th, 2016

The outlook for deer season is outstanding thanks to plentiful rainfall. White-tail program leader, Alan Cain.

The rainfall that’s been very prevalent across the state this year, has also provided great vegetation for the 
mule deer and the pronghorn out there in West Texas. Hunters that are out there pursuing mule deer and 
pronghorn will have an excellent year [too].

To maintain healthy herds, biologists want hunters to help monitor deer for Chronic Wasting Disease 
[CWD]—a neurological disease that kills deer, but has no known effect on humans.

Chronic wasting disease has been a concern in Texas since 2012—since the first discovery in the trans Pecos. 
We also had a new positive discovered in the Panhandle this past hunting season 2015.

Texas Parks and Wildlife created mandatory containment and surveillance zones for Chronic Wasting Disease 
testing and rules for transporting harvested deer in parts of west Texas.

Hunters in those Chronic Wasting Disease zones that harvest a deer, are required to bring those deer to the 
check stations so our staff can pull a CWD sample. We do have another CWD zone in portions of Medina, 
Uvalde and Bandera counties; and that is a voluntary surveillance zone. So, we would appreciate all the help 
we can get from our hunters out there to bring deer in so we can monitor for CWD.

Find more information on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Forecast for Duck and Geese in Texas

Wednesday, December 14th, 2016

Although waterfowl numbers are expected to be somewhat lower than last year, they’re still near record when 
compared to the long term average; the total number of ducks headed south looks promising

Conditions on the coast this year are going to be better for the ducks. What’s better for the ducks is not 
necessarily better for duck hunters. When you have dry conditions, birds are concentrated. Now there’s going 
to be good habitat conditions across the coast so everybody is going to be sharing in the wealth this year.

Dave Morrison is Small Game Program Director at Texas Parks and Wildlife. He expects an above average 
duck season with broader distribution of birds, despite a slight down turn in overall populations compared to 
last year. Having said that, the outlook for goose is should be better.

I actually had the good fortune of going to the breeding grounds this summer. We spent two weeks up there in 
Manitoba banding geese and from what I saw, it looks like goose numbers are going to be better than last year. 
We saw quite a bit of young of the year in there and so production looks like it’s going to be up. When 
production is up for geese, it means you got a bunch of young ones coming down that have not seen this game 
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before, makes them more available to the hunters. So hopefully, our goose season may be a little bit better this 
year than last.

For complete waterfowl hunting information in Texas, get the Texas Outdoor Annual. Find it on the Texas 
Parks and Wildlife website.

The Drummers of the Bird World

Thursday, December 15th, 2016

Birds use their songs as a means of communication. But there are other ways birds get their point across, too.

Woodpeckers communicate by means of drumming.

Woodpeckers are the Questlove or Ringo Star of the bird world, and know how to make a racket.

Something like this: Brrrrrrrrrr. Very loud. Rapid succession beats to an object. Usually it’s going to be wood.

Those are the country woodpeckers. The city-dwelling woodpeckers drum on different surfaces.

They [woodpeckers] found in urban areas that we have metal rooves, telephone poles, aluminum gutters… 
These things really resonate and amplifies that drum to where that bird can cover more ground when 
drumming.

What are woodpeckers communicating through their drumming? And are they damaging property doing it?

When you hear that rapid-fire brrrrrrr, he’s not hurting anything. He’s just found a spot that really resonates, 
and he’s communicating to other woodpeckers, saying: ‘Hey, I’m the male here. This is my territory.’ And he’s 
also telling females: ‘Hey, if you’re interested, I’m here, too.’

Put a little smooth jazz or Barry White in the background and you have a bird version of love line.

TPW TV – Pocket Prairies

Friday, December 16th, 2016

Less than 1% of the original 20 million acres of Texas’ tallgrass prairie remains. But restoration efforts are 
ongoing, and even small pockets of prairie have value.

Our vision for this prairie is that eventually we get back to what it was 250 years ago which would have been 
six to nine foot tall grasses mixed with forbes and other wildflowers.

Carolyn Klein teaches science at Westside High, in Houston, along with her colleague Lawrence Spence. The 
land that sustains this pocket prairie was originally destined to be a school parking lot.

Having a prairie here on campus enables us to bring students out during the school day. We don’t have to rent 
a bus. We just walk them outside and we have access to wild spaces.

In a segment airing this month on the Texas Parks and Wildlife TV Series, you’ll meet Westside educators, 
students and the prairie. Counselor, Jaime Gonzales is also on the show.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/regulations/outdoor-annual/regs/animals/duck
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I’m trying to fix a broken relationship between people and nature. I think we’re working in a hybrid world. 
Technology’s cool, but Nature—which is very ancient and a part of us—I think needs to be a part of our lives, 
too, because it keeps us grounded and healthy.

These plant communities sustain pollinators and other wildlife. The pocket prairie segment airs on the Texas 
Parks and Wildlife TV series on PBS the week of December 18. Check your local listings.

History of the Christmas Tree in Texas

Monday, December 19th, 2016

The custom of decorating trees for Christmas took root in German villages during the sixteenth century.

A lot of Germans, as you know, settled Texas. And they brought a tradition with them of the tabletop Christmas 
tree.

Cynthia Brandimarte is program director for Texas historic sites.

When you look at interior photographs of Texas houses, you see many tabletop Christmas trees ornamented for 
the season, particularly in German households in the late nineteenth century Texas.

Ornaments were handmade then, and small gifts often dangled from branches. Eventually, the tabletop conifer 
gave way to larger trees that became “floor models,” and the decorations sometimes mirrored the day’s events.

You saw more and more seven or eight feet trees that were placed on the floor. And because we had just ended 
the Spanish American war in victory, there was a fashion in the early part of the twentieth century to decorate 
trees with a few American flags here and there. We have photographic evidence for that.

If you celebrate Christmas, we wish you a joyous holiday. And if you do not, then it’s the perfect opportunity to 
spend time in nature, because Life’s Better Outside.

When a Bird is a Nightjar

Tuesday, December 20th, 2016

Just as purple martins and barn swallows keep insects in check during the day, birds known as nightjars eat bugs 
that take flight at night.

The graveyard shift is when these birds are active. They sleep all day, and they have super big eyes for night 
vision. And they’re looking for nocturnal insects—mainly moths.

Texas Parks and Wildlife ornithologist, Cliff Shackelford says it’s not uncommon to confuse the calls of two of 
these nighttime nibblers: the whip-poor-will and the Chuck Will’s Widow.

The essayists and naturalists of 100 years ago—they would always talk about the whip-poor-will, because they 
were up in the Northeast US where the whip-poor-will is common.  But here in the south and Texas, the 
dominant bird we have singing is the Chuck Wills Widow. So, if you hear a night bird singing on your property 
in the warmer months—that’s going to be a Chuck Will’s Widow.

That’s not to say the whip-poor-will doesn’t make an appearance in parts of Texas.

http://tpwd.texas.gov/newsmedia/tv/tvwhere.phtml
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Whip-poor-wills do migrate through the eastern third of Texas—the Eastern Whip-poor-will. And that’s going 
to be a march-April thing. And they sing very briefly as they head north.

So as you dream of spring and summer, make room in your thoughts for nightjars and their melodious music.

Economics of Hunting

Wednesday, December 21st, 2016

If you haven’t been deer hunting yet, according to wildlife biologist Alan Cain, you have a good season ahead 
of you.

Hunters can expect a great season this year. The deer population—we estimate—around four-million white-
tailed deer.

Cain is white-tail program leader for Texas Parks and Wildlife. Because of well-timed rainfall this year, habitat 
in Central and South Texas is in great shape, and sets the stage for prime white-tail hunting. Out west, that 
region’s habitat and wildlife benefited from rainfall as well.

Hunters that are out in West Texas pursuing mule deer and pronghorn will have an excellent year.

And who else will have an excellent year? The small towns whose economies depend on hunting and hunters.

Deer hunting in Texas is a thriving industry, and it brings in about two billion dollars to the state’s economy. 
And it really helps the rural towns out there where deer hunting is a big part of their everyday life.

Download the Texas Outdoor Annual APP onto your smart phone. Before going on your hunt. It will help 
you find hunting season dates and bag limits for your county and a whole lot more. Find it on the Texas Parks 
and Wildlife website.

Processing What You Hunt

Thursday, December 22nd, 2016

Chris Houston of Austin is a hunter and home cook; he butchers and processes what he harvests; but that’s not 
always been practical.

We have a decent sized [kitchen] counter space, but certainly a limited area and limited equipment.

Hunters, says Houston, go to processors because of limited workspace, equipment, and a lack experience. He 
adds processors are decent folks who provide a good service – but he still wonders what comes back to him.

Am I getting back my animal in the sausage? Am I getting all the meat that I had taken in there?

Houston taught himself to butcher and process, and excels at it now. To empower others to do the same, he 
offers a fully equipped commercial kitchen and his knowledge as Feral Kitchen, a wild food workspace.

Butchering and sausage-making tends to feel complicated. However, it can be really simplified. And so, we 
really want to pass on that education and that confidence to others. We’ve been offering some classes on 
general game butchering, and some other classes on sausage-making to kind of help people take that step in the 
learning curve to doing it themselves. And, really, to just try and simplify the entire process.

http://passporttotexas.org/economics-of-hunting-2/
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Learn more about butchering and processing wild game on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

How Early Texans Used Their Holiday Time Off

Friday, December 23rd, 2016

We have something in common with early Texans.

Christmas and the month of December—in large part—was the time when Texans gathered.

Cynthia Brandimarte is program director for Texas historic sites. Unlike today when a short trip by car or plane 
will get us to our holiday destination, travel was difficult for early Texans.

And so when you traveled, you tended to stay. People had time at Christmas to do that—to travel and spend 
weeks.

Which makes the few days that most of us get off at Christmas seem like a rip off. And early Texans made good 
use of this block of time.

It was then that they celebrated not only Christmas, but other special events, and planned weddings for the 
month of December.

Since Texas was mostly rural in the 19th and early 20th Centuries, and there wasn’t a lot of farming that could 
happen in December…

It almost gave 19th Century and early 20th Century rural Texans an excuse not to work. And thus to play a bit 
more, and socialize a bit more, than they had time to do many other months of the year.

How will you spend your time off this holiday season? How about making time to enjoy the great outdoors?

We at Passport to Texas wish you a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year…

Cooking up Crappie with Tim Spice

Monday, December 26th, 2016

Crappie offer anglers an enjoyable fishing opportunity any time of year. Bring home a cooler full, because fresh 
crappie are easy to prepare and are delicious.

We’re going to show you how to take your catch from the day and fry it up and have a great meal for you and 
your family.

Tim Spice works for Texas Parks and Wildlife, and is an avid outdoor cook. In his first preparation, Tim applies 
salt and pepper to the crappie fillets, and then coats them with cornmeal.

You can do it a little thicker if you like—with an egg wash or even a little bit of milk or buttermilk. But this is 
pretty simple; you’ll get a great fish flavor just this way.

He places the fillets in hot oil and cooks them for two minutes on each side. For a lighter version, Tim rubs the 
fillets with chopped tarragon and a squeeze of lemon. He uses a cast iron griddle to cook the fish.

http://passporttotexas.org/how-early-texans-used-their-holiday-time-off/
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First off, we’re going to add a little bit of olive oil to keep them from sticking, and it adds some great flavor. 
Then we’re going to take those fillets that we put the tarragon on and put them straight on the pan.

After about two minutes on each side they are done.

You want to know how your fish are done. Take a fork, and if you can break apart the flakes, that means your 
fish is done.

Find fish and game recipes on the Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

Stocking Rainbow Trout into Area Fishing Holes

Tuesday, December 27th, 2016

It’s the holiday season; what better way to celebrate than with rainbows – rainbow trout, that is.

We do winter stockings when the water temperatures permit it, to provide an opportunity for anglers to catch 
trout in Texas. It’s a species of fish that anglers wouldn’t catch otherwise, so we stock them, and we intend them 
all to be caught out during the season.

Carl Kittel (kitl) is a program director for Inland Fisheries. Thanks to good rainfall throughout most of the state, 
access to waterbodies.

This year, things are pretty well back to normal. Looks like our normal level of stocking will happen.

Kittel says the agency will stock about 150 sites around the state, distributing more than 290-thousand rainbow 
trout. The fish will be divided among the various locations, including urban neighborhood fishin’ holes.

We publish a schedule on the Texas parks and Wildlife Department web page. Look for the winter trout 
stocking link.

Carl Kittel says we stock rainbows in winter because these fish cannot survive our hot summers. So, when you 
reel one in this winter, take it home and eat it.

The Sport fish restoration program supports our series and helps to fund rainbow trout stocking in Texas…

We record our series at The Block House in Austin, Texas and Joel Block engineers our program.

Rainbow Trout: a Winter Angling Treat

Wednesday, December 28th, 2016

If you’re an angler who likes to eat what you catch, then now’s the time to reel in a rainbow trout.

We stock them at a catchable and eatable size. They are good fighting fish; they’re relatively easy to catch. We 
usually stock them in smaller bodies of water, so they’re a good fishing, catching opportunity and good eating 
opportunity as well.

Carl Kittel is a program director for Inland Fisheries, and oversees winter trout stocking in Texas, which began 
this month.
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We’ve been stocking [rainbow] trout around Texas for almost 40 years. One interesting note about trout is that 
we often say there are no established populations of trout in Texas, but actually, way out west in the Davis 
Mountains there’s a small, tiny stream at high enough elevation that there is a reproducing population of 
rainbow trout.

That’s why we stock them in winter; most of Texas is too hot for the. Inland fisheries will distribute more than 
290-thousand rainbows in 150 locations.

And we have a special program; we actually stock somewhat larger trout in urban areas in our Neighborhood 
Fishin’ Program. And that’s something that you can specifically look for on our web page.

With the winter holidays here, it’s is a great time go fishing with the kids. Find the stocking schedule on the 
Texas Parks and Wildlife website.

The Sport fish restoration program supports our series and funds rainbow trout stocking in Texas…

First Day Activities in State Parks

Thursday, December 29th, 2016

As another New Year draws near, we make resolutions to do better and to be better. Increasing our physical 
activity rates high for most of us. Texas State Parks are stepping up to help you reach your goals with First Day 
Hikes and other outdoor fun beginning Day One.

That’s right. New year new goals.

That’s Aaron Friar with Texas State Parks.

We have a lot of cool first day hikes, where folks can come out on New year’s Day… on the trails…or we even 
have biking seminars…or even paddling events. Our parks really embrace the whole New year, new you, new 
goals and getting people out using the parks. If you’re doing something that’s fun, and you enjoy it—you forget 
about the work side of it. So, I think when you’re out in the parks and you’re being active, you enjoy it a lot 
more, and are more inclined to do it again—and make it a habit. If you go to www.texasstateparks.org, we have 
an events page; our parks are constantly posting events on that page. And our first day hikes [and other first 
day activities] will definitely be on there. The parks really embrace it and have a lot of fun with it.

Find all first day activities at www.texasstateparks.org.

We record our series at The Block House and Joel Block engineers our program.

TPW TV – Bat Monitoring

Friday, December 30th, 2016

Texas is home to 33 of the world’s more than 13-hundred bat species. Bats devour tons of agricultural insect 
pests, pollinate crops and native plants, and bring tourists to Texas.

We have the largest congregations of bats in the entire world. People travel all over the world to see Bracken 
Bat Cave, Old Tunnel State Park, Congress Street Bridge. It’s a wildlife phenomenon

http://tpwd.texas.gov/fishboat/fish/management/stocking/trout_stocking.phtml
http://tpwd.texas.gov/fishboat/fish/management/stocking/trout_stocking.phtml
http://passporttotexas.org/first-day-activities-in-state-parks/
http://www.texasstateparks.org
http://passporttotexas.org/tpw-tv-bat-monitoring/


But Jonah Evans, Texas Parks and Wildlife mammologist, says Texas bats face a serious threat: White Nose 
Syndrome, a fungal disease fatal to hibernating bats, discovered 10 years ago in the Northeast.

It’s right at our border. And during that time, it has killed an estimated 6-million bats. Which, in some states, 
amounts to a very high percentage of all the bats in their states.

Evans and other bat conservators discuss the problem of white nose syndrome next week on the Texas Parks 
and Wildlife TV series on PBS.

At this point, all we can do is monitor closely, learn what we can, and be prepared if an opportunity to apply 
some kind of treatment arises. There is currently no way to stop the spread of White Nose Syndrome. However, 
there are many smart people working really hard on trying to find ways of doing just that.

Watch this highly informative segment on Bat Monitoring in Texas on the Texas Parks and Wildlife TV series 
on PBS the week of January 1, 2017. Check your local listings.


